Our Approach Interpolating Moving Least Squares (IMLS)
• Expensive
IMLS Methods

Two general approaches:
• Global driver: uses energy or coordinate ranges
• Start with "seed" points to provide crude shape • Add points determined automatic point-placement method -most "value" for each point and allows fitting without "holes" and other flaws.
• Weighted least squares equations • HO 2 is one of the critical reaction intermediates in combustion because -its dissociation is chain branching -its reactions HO 2 +X (not chain branching) lead to low-T, high-P combustion
• Frequently studied both experimentally and theoretically but not at very high pressures
• HO 2 /Ar-buffer-gas MD study can examine -multiple mechanisms to dissociation/relaxation (e.g., chaperon mechanism) -breakdown in isolated bimolecular collision assumption -exponential down model (collisional vibrational excitation/relaxation) -τ : The long time, or macroscopic relaxation time. This is referred to as fitting parameter a0.
-β exponent, referred to as fitting parameter a1.
• The fitting was applied to the 400 K: 100 atm, 300 atm, 500 atm, 700 atm, 900 atm data sets • The x ordinate refers to time 
Stretched exponential fits of decay curves
Clearly not a good fit.
Insufficient statistics?
Simply different behavior?
Our analysis is incomplete. We will also be performing simulations using our IMLS PES & the XXZLG PES. Benchmark studies • Use DFT/MO5-2X/CBSB7 in direct dynamics simulation of C 2 H 5 dissociation/isomerization -GENDYN linked to Gaussian -0.12 fs time step with RK4 integration -initial energy randomized with 500 initial time steps -typical trajectory at 150 kcal/mol energy: -runs 20,000 time steps -takes ~2 weeks on our cluster => ~1 minute / time step -generates ~80,000 points on the DFT/M05-2X/CBSB7 PES -calculated trajectories undergo both isomerization and dissociation These simulations will generate >10**6 DFT/M05-2X/CBSB7 points which can be used to Develop a zeroth-order PES Test IMLS fitting methods for multi-D PESs This DFT method will be used to develop direct dynamics/IMLS methods
Direct dynamics simulations of C 2 H 5
Direct dynamics simulation of C2H5 dissociation/isomerization using the DFT/MO5-2X/CBSB7 electronic structure method • Reduces the number of points required.
We fit a 3-D HCN-HNC PES using (12,9,7) HDMR basis: 1-coordinate term truncated at 12 th degree 2-coordinate term truncated at 9 th degree 3-coordinate term truncated at 7th degree 180 basis functions 
